Objective/Outcome

1. To analyze the current point to improve productivity in own country.
2. To master the corporate management techniques for productivity improvement.
3. To utilize the mastered corporate management techniques in the onsite practice and make a suggestive report for improving productivity of the model enterprise.
4. To make respective Action Plans on how to provide consultation services to the companies in their own countries.

Target Organization / Group

Public/Private organizations to promote/implement production management or productivity improvement activity for SMEs

1. Consultants or advisers who are in the position to implement business management or productivity improvement activity of manufacturing SMEs.
2. Person who has knowledge and experience on overall business management, production management techniques etc.

Outline

Participants master the corporate management techniques for productivity improvement (mainly 5S and KAIZEN in the manufacturing industries or enterprises) through practical activities including In-Plant Practice.

Contents

1. Submit inception report and conduct preliminary survey to the model enterprise
2. Understand special characteristics of Japanese management and corporate support systems related to enterprise activities, integrated practical production management, cultivating human resources, business strategies, added value analysis, overview and practice of productivity improvement activities
3. Practice in enterprise worksite improvements, implementing improvement proposals
4. Creating Action Plans on how to provide the consultation services for productivity improvement
5. Implementing consultation services to the model enterprise that they selected before coming to Japan in accordance with their Action Plans